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Stirnimann’s passion moves beyond the known world. She likes to  

depict the concealed, the intangible. Therefore, she approaches every new  

painting with complete openness, listening to the divine life force that  

wishes to flow through her into conscious manifestation on the canvas.  

All her paintings are expressions of the pure, creative, harmonious vibration 

underlying all art forms. They are paintings that change patterns of our  

being and support harmony and balance on a holistic level. With her works 

she combines: fine art with the art of healing. 

RUTH STIRNIMANN

39.4”x39.4”x39.4” Trigon 10, Acrylic on Canvas



J.T. Gibson is uninterested in any agenda or dogma, but rather in a paired-

down aesthetic of instinctual artistic pursuit. His preferences are for the  

tactile surface, color and expression of the material and the truth of the 

form. There is a sly playfulness underlying the seriousness of his work, 

which embraces humor but rejects sentimentality. 

Gibson explores cultural symbols and motifs to create work that  

inhabits the gray area between abstraction and purpose. His sculptures 

have a commanding stature that references the figure, implements or  

fragments of tools and machinery, and thus have a familiar yet unique and 

unidentifiable presence, evoking some ancient memory. They are self- 

sufficient objects that rely on the singular form, without adornment, to  

convey their power. Many evoke the notion of Sentries and Standards, 

commanding physical interaction to experience and respond to them.

J.T. GIBSON

7”x9”x1.5” Formation 1, Cast Bronze; 
10”x10”x1.5” One Zero One, Silvered Bronze; 

7”x9”x1.5” Formation 3, Cast Bronze



Rod Seeley creates his works using a different set of materials, ones that are 

essential for today’s operations in our society. He uses computers, mouse, 

software, printers instead of brushes, paint and canvas or paper. His vibrant 

compositions are built based on fractal calculations and his abstraction is 

the product of his curiosity and meticulous process created through digital 

filters and ideas. His dance with the process ends when the perfect image is 

created, he knows that moment and he materializes the image in aluminum 

sheets and ends that process, one that can’t ever be repeated again. 

ROD SEELEY

30”x24” Red Glass Expressive, Mixed Media – Digital Fractal



Seftel’s works explore time from a cosmic and personal perspective.  

Memory gives shape and presence to hidden forces of past and future  

influence. Color cloaks light in physical forms and languages of texture  

reveal something conscious, alive, across the macrocosmic surfaces.   

The Earth and chemical impact to our atmosphere are all sensitivities  

captured in the works, conjuring a world of elemental creation.  

Mixing old and new formulas, deconstructing paint, plaster and fresco, new  

techniques are created from physically expressive and reductive methods 

and processes.  

PAUL SEFTEL

Tree of Life (detail), Mixed Media



Konkel’s work unchains color and allows it to cross dimensions. It aims to 

create a unique realm where light, color and space interact with metal and 

layered mesh to form a visual labyrinth. This is an amorphous dimension, 

where depth perception deceives, where metal seems ethereal and soft, 

and where layers of color combine, or fracture. It is a place where forces are 

in opposition, the absorption of light versus the reflection and refraction of 

light, a place that whispers of mysteries both physical and spiritual. 

JOAN KONKEL

60”x36”x7” Entering the Euphotic Zone, Mixed Media



MARCIO DECKER

 20”x20” Subdivisions, Mixed Media

“In Decker’s multi-leveled acrylics on canvas, vivid colors meld with gestural, 

organic and hard geometric forms inspired by landscapes of the Sierra Nevadas 

– all captured under tiny glass squares. Any viewer who chooses to engage the 

work by moving slowly side to side will inevitably experience the intriguing optical 

illusions created by the light-bending glass.” –Kathleen Vanesian, art critic
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